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Abstract 

 
Quantitative studies of civil war have focused either on war initiation (onset) or war 

duration and termination and have produced important insights into these processes.  

In this paper, we offer an empirical analysis of civil war prevalence.  We suggest that 

equally important to finding out how wars start or how they end is to explain the 

prevalence or amount of war that we are likely to observe at any given time.  We 

define the concept of civil war prevalence as the probability of observing either a new 

war onset or the continuation of an ongoing war or both.  We combine an economic 

theory of war onset and duration and estimate the prevalence of civil war across more 

than 150 countries and over forty years.  Our analysis is consistent with the findings of 

earlier studies on war onset and duration.  However, we also point to some new 

findings that result from slight improvements in the data and estimation methods.  We 

find that democracy and ethnic diversity are significant determinants of civil war 

prevalence.  We argue that economic studies of civil war have been quick to dismiss 

the importance of socio-political variables in explaining political violence.  
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1. Introduction  

Quantitative studies of civil war have identified a set of statistically significant 

determinants of the onset and duration of civil war.1   The onset and duration of civil war are 

increasingly being studied separately.  There is good reason for this, if the determinants of these 

two processes are different.  However, we may also have reason to consider the two processes 

together.  A technical reason is that studies of war duration are based on a smaller sample of 

war-affected countries and are therefore susceptible to selection effects.  If high values of a 

certain variable –e.g. poverty— are associated with civil war onset, then studies of civil war 

duration that selects cases of ongoing wars may fail to find a statistically significant association 

between poverty and war duration due to the low variance of the poverty variable with respect 

to duration outcomes.  Should we infer from this result that high (or low) levels of poverty really 

have no substantive influence on civil war duration?  Poverty may in fact be quite important for 

war duration (we would certainly not expect poverty to improve during civil war).  The selection 

effect inherent in duration models may make it difficult to distinguish between substantive and 

statistically significant relationships.  A practical reason to study war onset and duration together 

is that policy analysts are typically concerned with understanding the likelihood of observing a 

civil war in any country at any point in time. 

We define civil war prevalence as the probability of observing two disjoint events at 

time (t): an event of war onset at time (t), given that peace has prevailed at time (t-1); and the 

continuation of war at time (t), given that a war has been initiated at an earlier period.  Civil war 

prevalence is equivalent to the overall amount of civil war that one might observe by looking at a 
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cross section of countries.  Our inquiry into the correlates of civil war prevalence aims to 

integrate previous studies of civil war onset and duration. 

We base our analysis on a theoretical synthesis of an influential model of civil war onset 

(Collier and Hoeffler 2000) and a model of civil war duration (Collier, Hoeffler, and Soderbom 

2001).  We do not seek to advance the theoretical literature in this paper.  Rather, we use 

available theory to conduct an empirical analysis of war prevalence in the population of 

countries in the period 1960-1999.  Our data are organized in five-year panels and are drawn 

from a database shared with Collier and Hoeffler (2000).  We have made some small data 

improvements in this paper and use different estimation methods than previous studies.  Our 

main interest is to explore the impact of democracy and ethnic divisions on civil war 

prevalence.2  Our paper contributes marginally to the discussion of appropriate methodologies 

to analyze civil war.  We do not develop a new estimator, but rather show that easily usable 

panel estimators are more appropriate than pooled probit estimators to analyze civil war 

prevalence.3  We use a random effects probit model and compare it to alternative estimators.  

We also improve on previous studies by considering the problem of endogeneity of some 

explanatory variables.   

Our analysis suggests that economic studies of civil war onset and duration have 

underestimated the effects of ethno-linguistic fractionalization and democracy.  Our models of 

civil war prevalence find that ethnic fractionalization (measured in several different ways) is 

positively, robustly, and possibly non-monotonically associated with the civil war prevalence.4  

Also important is our result that democracy is negatively associated with civil violence, 

particularly if one takes a longer-term view of that relationship (i.e. if we use significant lags in 
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the level of democracy).  Democracy, however, may be endogenous to civil war and to levels of 

economic development.  We do not find statistical evidence to prove this.  Endogeneity, if 

assumed, would change the results and reduce the significance of democracy in a core model of 

war prevalence.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 summarizes the theory of war 

onset and duration and outlines our hypotheses.  Section 3 describes our methodology and 

data.  Section 4 presents our findings.  Section 5 concludes with simulations that explore how 

the likelihood of civil war changes in response to variations in the level of economic 

development and democracy.  We close with some of the policy implications of our analysis and 

with suggestions for further research.  

 2 Economic Models of Civil War Onset and Duration 

According to Collier and Hoeffler (2000 – henceforth CH), civil wars are motivated 

either by “greed” or “grievance.”  Greed is shorthand for desire for private gain.  Examples of 

greed-driven rebellions abound (e.g. Angola, Colombia).5  The authors argue that the existence 

of a “lootable” resource base is both a motive for rebellion and a facilitating factor.  In all 

rebellions, financing is the key to sustainability.  Without adequate financing to procure arms and 

rebel labor, rebel organizations cannot survive through the first stages of conflict.  Thus, natural 

resources and other sources of easy financing are central to effective rebellion.  External sources 

of financing (from diasporas or friendly governments) can substitute for lootable resources.  The 

process of rebel recruitment is characterized by economies of scale.  Because loot-seeking 

rebellion is motivated by the desire for private gain (“greed”), there is a constraint on the 
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potential growth of the size of the rebel group and we observe diminishing returns to rebellion, 

for given levels of natural resources and the government’s ability to resist the rebels.  In this 

primarily economic model of civil war, the opportunity cost of rebellion is also important and the 

authors model the supply of rebel labor as a function of the level of poverty (higher poverty 

reduces the opportunity cost of foregoing productive economic activity in favor of participating 

in an armed rebellion).  The equilibrium level of risk of onset of civil war is given by equating the 

marginal product of rebel labor and government strength (measured by the economic strength 

and the size of the military) to their respective marginal costs for a given level of natural 

resources.  This model leads CH to argue that the risk of civil war initiation increases with the 

natural resource endowment and decreases with the opportunity cost of rebellion. 

The second motivation for rebellion is “grievance.”  In the CH model, grievance is 

reflected in the regime’s authority characteristics (levels of democracy or autocracy) and in 

levels of ethnic and religious fractionalization, which increase societal divisions and make inter-

group cooperation more difficult, hence increasing the risk of conflict.  Greater fractionalization 

implies a higher number of competing groups with potentially different preferences over the 

outcomes of any socio-political conflict.  Lower levels of democracy make the peaceful 

articulation of demands and the adjudication of social conflicts harder, increasing the potential 

for grievance.  Regardless of these underlying motives, CH (2000) argue that grievance-driven 

rebellions are harder to realize as they are more susceptible to collective action problems than 

are greed-driven rebellions.6  To resolve these collective action problems, one needs significant 

social capital or a vanguard of committed rebel sympathizers, whose decision to join the rebel 

movement encourages others to participate in rebellion.  Collective action problems become 
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magnified as the level of social fragmentation increases and the probability of incurring punitive 

costs for rebellion increases.  The authors model the demand for rebellion as a function of 

grievance.  The supply of rebellion to redress grievance, however, is more easily affected by the 

same financing constraints that we discussed above; as well as by the expected costs of 

rebellion, including the likelihood of repression and the economic opportunity costs we 

discussed above.  In addition, variables such as the level of ethnolinguistic fractionalization may 

increase the demand for justice while making the coordination of a rebellion harder.  Thus, the 

net effect of some of these factors on the probability of civil war onset is ex ante ambiguous. 

CH (2000) test their theory by estimating a probit model of civil war onset for the 

period 1960-1999 (five-year panels), using civil war data from the Correlates of War project 

(Singer and Small 1994).  Their dependent variable (war onset) is coded 1 if a war is initiated in 

any 5-year period and 0 if there is no war.  They drop observations of ongoing war events after 

the initial period (but code new war onsets even if a previous war is ongoing).  They regress civil 

war onset on the level of education, primary exports as a share of GDP (entered quadratically), 

a squared interaction term between religious and ethno-linguistic fractionalization, a democracy 

index and its square, and the natural log of population size.  They find that educational 

attainment significantly reduces the risk of war onset as it raises the opportunity costs of political 

violence; natural resource-dependence (proxied by primary commodity exports as percent of 

GDP) is significantly and non-monotonically associated with the probability of war onset; ethnic 

and religious fractionalization do not increase the risk of war onset and may reduce that risk; 

and democracy has no significant impact on civil war risk.  The authors interpret these results as 

lending more support to the “greed” model of rebellion.   
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Collier, Hoeffler and Soderbom (2001) expand the model and empirical tests by 

exploring if the determinants of war onset are also significant determinants of war duration.  If 

the war’s expected duration is incorporated in rebels’ calculations of the expected costs of 

initiating a rebellion, then one might find similarities between the processes of war onset and 

duration.  Instead, they found that war duration and initiation are different processes.  None of 

the previously significant variables were significant in explaining civil war duration: income 

growth; primary commodity exports; ethnic dominance; social fractionalization; geographic 

dispersion; mountainous terrain; and peace time since the last war were all insignificant in the 

duration model.  Democracy was again insignificant, as in the onset model.  Three new variables 

are significant in the duration model (and not in the onset model): ethnic diversity (a quadratic 

relationship is identified), forest cover, and decade dummy variables.  

3. Estimating Models of Civil War Prevalence 

We ask if determinants of war onset also explain the prevalence of civil war.  

Prevalence is defined as the likelihood of observing a civil war at any point in time (Yt).  We 

estimate the probability that (Yt = 1) as the sum of the probability that war occurs at time (t) 

contingent on there being no war at time (t-1); and the probability that war occurs at time t given 

that war had been ongoing at time (t-1).  Thus, prevalence is the union of war initiation and 

duration.7 Drawing on theories of civil war onset and duration, we specify econometric models 

of civil war prevalence to test three core hypotheses: 

H1: Economic development is significantly and negatively associated with civil war 

prevalence.8  We proxy the level of economic development by the lagged real per capita GDP 
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(rgdplag); lagged rate of growth of per capita GDP (gy1); and the lagged share of primary 

exports as percent of GDP (isxp; iprixl1) and its square (isxp2; iprixl12).  These empirical 

measures reflect both the opportunity costs of violence (Collier and Hoeffler 2000) and the 

relative strength of the state (Fearon and Laitin 2001). 

H2: Democracy should reduce the prevalence of civil war.  This hypothesis is contrary 

to CH’s (2000) results.  We nevertheless argue for such a relationship and test for it using 

slightly better data, alternative model specifications, and different estimation methods.  We look 

for a parabolic association between democracy and civil war (Hegre et al. 2001), as we expect 

anocracies (at the mid-range of the democracy-autocracy spectrum) are most significantly 

associated with civil war.  We also use a twice-lagged measure of democracy (poll2), as the 

impact of level of democracy on civil violence may be more significant in the medium-term if 

democracy is seen as a permissive, rather than a proximate factor in civil violence.  The longer 

lag allows us to explore that link better (and reduces reverse causality).  Finally, we also 

consider political change as a proximate cause of violence and measure the period-over-period 

change in the level of polity type, adding that variable to the model and exploring its effects on 

the risk of war.  

H3: Ethnic fragmentation should be significantly and non-linearly associated with civil 

war prevalence.  Both high and low levels of fractionalization should reduce the prevalence of 

civil war by making it harder to coordinate the initiation of new wars, while increasing the 

prevalence of civil war by extending the duration of wars that do start.  We use two measures of 

ethnic fragmentation (see data section).  We try to consider how ethno-linguistic distance (elf), 

religious fractionalization (rf), and racial division (part of a measure labeled ehet) influence civil 
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war prevalence.  A better approach would have been to use data on cross-cutting social 

cleavages to measure the complicated way through which ethnicity might lead to conflict.  Such 

data are not currently available.9  We therefore approximate the relationship between ethnic and 

religious cleavages in different countries by interacting the elf index with an index of religious 

fractionalization (rf). 

The estimation of a prevalence model of civil war is sensitive to assumptions about the 

structure of civil war risk.  Since we use an empirical model derived from CH (2000) and 

Collier, Hoeffler and Soderbom (2001), we make some initial simplifying assumptions that are 

justified by the results of these studies.  First, we assume that war onset and duration are 

different and non-overlapping processes.  This allows us to estimate the prevalence of civil war 

as the sum of two probabilities (of war onset and continuation).  Second, we take as given the 

finding of Collier, Hoeffler, and Soderbom (2001) that the underlying hazard of war is constant, 

which allows us to use a panel probit estimator to analyze war prevalence.  While one might 

argue that there must be path dependence in war, increasing the risk of more violence once war 

starts, we find the Collier, Hoeffler, and Soderbom result reasonable, since one could think of 

several conflicting ways in which time may affect the hazard of war.  On the one hand, time 

spent fighting may increase the underlying risk of war as more deaths and destruction can 

intensify the hatred that may motivate war.  On the other hand, the parties to the war may use 

time spent fighting to update their prior beliefs about the balance of capabilities and the 

likelihood of victory.  These calculations may lead some parties (especially weak ones) to stop 

fighting, inducing negative time dependence of the hazard of war.  Moreover, the underlying 
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hazard of war could depend on the relative number of long versus short wars in the sample.  

Many wars last only one period, which reduces the risk of time-dependence in the data.10  

To estimate the probability of civil war onset, CH (2000) use a pooled probit model.  

We use a probit with panel-corrected standard errors (the ratio of the number of cross-sections 

relative to the number of periods suggest a panel estimator over the Beck, Katz, and Tucker 

approach).  This estimator gives us the flexibility to model cross-sectional differences that are 

not possible to explore with the pooled probit.  We use a random effects model described as: 

yit = α + βxit + νi + ε it, where α is the constant term, β  is the vector of parameters to be 

estimated, xit is the vector of regressors, ε it is the error term, and νi is the individual-specific 

effect that is part of the error term.  We estimate yit, which is equal to 1 if an event of civil war is 

observed in year t and 0 if there is no war.  The choice of estimator depends on (a) assumptions 

about the distribution of the error term ε it; and (b) assumptions about the structure of the 

individual cross-section effects νi.  We assume that ε it is normally distributed, as we have no 

apriori theoretical reason to make other assumptions.  We are forced to assume that νi are 

random since some of our key explanatory variables are not time-varying and, if we instead 

used a fixed effects model, this would create perfect multicollinearity between the νi and the 

non-time-varying explanatory variables, forcing us to drop these variables from the regression.11  

The random-effects model allows us to capture some of the unobserved heterogeneity among 

the cross-sections and, if such effects are significant, then the model is more efficient than the 

pooled probit.  A likelihood ratio test of the correlation coefficient rho (results reported in Table 

2) shows that panel-level variance is indeed significant in explaining total variance, so we cannot 

use the pooled probit model.   
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We then adopt a different assumption regarding the model’s error structure.  We 

assume a first-order autocorrelation process (AR1) and use three new estimation procedures: a 

dynamic probit; a random effects probit with a lagged dependent variable; and a population-

averaged panel probit AR1.12  We believe that any autocorrelation does not continue beyond 

the first period (Table 3 includes those results).  A simple autoregressive model of civil war 

prevelance shows that a one-period lag of the dependent variable is positive and highly 

significant, though a two-year lag is non-significant.13  In estimating the dynamic probit model, 

we therefore assume that war onset and continuation are first-order Markov processes.14  The 

model has the advantage of estimating the impact of the same set of variables for both onset and 

duration and a slightly modified t-test of the estimated parameters reveals whether there is a 

statistically significant difference in the regressors’ impact on onset and continuation.  This model 

also allows us not to assume (but rather to test) that onset and continuation of civil war are 

different processes.  We do find evidence to suggest this and base our analysis on the random 

effects probit and the dynamic probit model.  

Data Description 

Our dependent variable (at_war) is binary, coded 1 for all years during which a country 

is at war and 0 otherwise.  We begin by using CH’s (2000) coding of civil war (atwarch).  

They apply the Correlates of War (1994) definition of civil war, expanded to 1999, though 

some differences between the two databases can be identified.15  CH have coded as civil wars 

some—though not all— extra-systemic wars from the COW dataset.  We utilize an alternative 

measure of civil war that is based on coding of total deaths and was developed by Doyle and 
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Sambanis (2000).  The main difference between our measure and CH lies in the coding of some 

of the start- and end-dates of civil wars; we also drop cases of extra-state wars and include 

some wars that are excluded by CH.16  We code a civil war if the war (a) caused more than 

1,000 thousand deaths;17 (b) challenged the sovereignty of an internationally recognized state; 

(c) occurred within the territory of that state; (d) included the state as a principal combatant;18 

and (e) the rebels were able to mount an organized military opposition to the state.19  

Our explanatory variables are, for the most part, common to those used by CH (2000) 

though our models do not include all of their explanatory variables (such as mountain coverage, 

which they find to be non-significant).  Our proxy variable for the opportunity cost of rebel labor 

is lagged real income per capita (rgplag).20  Other proxies for economic opportunity cost are 

the education level (both primary and secondary schooling), degree of urbanization, life 

expectancy, and infant mortality.  Following CH, we measure natural resource-dependence by 

the share of primary commodity exports in GDP, imputing missing values of this variable (isxp; 

iprimx).  Without imputation, we would lose up to a third of our observations due to missing 

data on primary commodities.  The imputation is based on a multiple regression of primary 

commodity exports on mineral and fuel exports as percent of merchandise exports as well as 

data on precious stones and timber exports.21 

We measure political rights by poll1, a one-period lag of polity, defined as the 

difference between the democracy (dem) and autocracy (auto) indices given in Polity98 

dataset.  We take the five-year average of polity for each panel in our data.  Polity ranges from 

-10 (high autocracy) to 10 (high democracy).  We test the well-known hypothesis that the 

relationship between civil violence and democracy is not linear (Hegre et. al. 2001).  We test for 
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this by adding poll12—the square of poll1—to the model specification.22  We also use a binary 

variable (medpol) coded 1 for anocracies (-7< poll1<7) and zero for extreme autocracies or 

deep democracies.23  We test for longer-lasting effects of democracy by lagging that variable 

twice (poll2).  We finally, consider the effects of political change (moves toward more 

democracy or more autocracy) on civil war prevalence.  We code political instability as the 

change in the net level of democracy only from one period to the next.  Using Polity IV data, we 

also define variable pchrev that corresponds to period-over-period change in polity.  In this 

case, we have coded periods of regime transition and interregnum are coded as periods of 

instability (corresponding to a polity score of 0).24  In case of missing observations (e.g. if an 

entire 5-year period was coded -66- in PolityIV), we compute polity change in relation to the 

previously non-missing period. 

Note that the pattern of missing data in Polity98 or Polity IV does not necessarily vary 

systematically with civil war prevalence.  Our treatment of regime transitions and system 

interruptions is, therefore, preemptive and we use these revised measures only to test the 

robustness of results reached with the standard measure of Polity.  In most cases, the Polity 

data set provides democracy and autocracy scores for countries at war (e.g. polity scores are 

available for Ethiopia, Israel, South Africa, Afghanistan, and Cambodia for most years during 

which wars were ongoing in those countries; similarly, Colombia, India,  Peru, and Papua New 

Guinea get relatively high polity scores during periods of war).  We are therefore not certain that 

a score of polity =0 is warranted in all cases where polity =77 or 88.  Replacing “77” and “88” 

codes with zeros would have a large effect on the political change variable.  We have noticed 

that, in some cases, there may be a year missing from the Polity IV series but the years right 
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before and right after the missing observation are coded roughly the same (e.g. in Cambodia in 

1974, polity =-5; in 1975, polity =77; and in 1976, polity =-7).  By replacing polity =0 for 

1975 (which is actually the year of a war onset), we would be causing a dramatic effect in the 

pchrev variable, which would move from -5, to 0, and then back down to -7).  We avoid some 

of this problem by averaging five-year scores of polity and computing political change using 

those averages.  Replacing polity =0 for 1975 changes the mean polity score for Cambodia for 

1975-1979 from a -7 to a -6 (not a significant change), which should not have a major effect on 

the political change variable.     

We test the link between ethnic fractionalization and civil war prevalence using two 

cross-sectional measures of ethnic diversity.  We assume that these are exogenous to civil 

war.25  Our first measure is the now well-known index of ethno-linguistic fractionalization (elf).26  

The index is based on ethnographic and linguistic measurements by Bruk and Apenchenko 

(1964) and was constructed by Taylor and Hudson (1972).  It has been used in several studies 

of civil war (e.g. CH 2000; Fearon and Laitin 2001) and in studies of economic growth and 

public goods provision (see, e.g. Mauro 1995; Alesina, Easterly and Baquir 1997; Easterly and 

Levine 1997).  Elf ranges from 0 (ethnic homogeneity) to 100 (extreme ethnic heterogeneity) 

and measures the probability that two randomly selected individuals belong to different ethno-

linguistic groups.  We do not explore here important questions such as what constitutes a 

different language; how are groups identified; what level of disaggregation is used to distinguish 

different languages; or how are bilingual and trilingual groups coded.  These are important 

questions that we and other authors take up elsewhere.  We use elf as the best available cross-

national measure of ethnic distance.27  Elf, like all currently available measures of social identity, 
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is time-invariant.  This clearly constrains the range of methods that we can use in analyzing our 

data and we are forced to use elf much like a fixed, country-specific effect.  Since elf measures 

only linguistic dimensions of ethnicity, we employ additional measures that operationalize a 

broader definition of ethnicity.  We use an interaction term between elf and religious 

fractionalization (rf).28  While we do not know how these two cleavages overlap across 

countries, we explore their interactive effects (if linguistic and ethnic divisions are orthogonal to 

each other, the interaction term would serve as a measure of cross-cutting cleavages).  We also 

use Vanhanen’s (1999) index of ethnic heterogeneity (ehet), which ranges from 0 

(homogeneity) to 144 (heterogeneity) based on 1990s data.  The index is computed as the sum 

of sub-indices of racial division, linguistic division, and religious division.  Vanhanen measured 

the size of the largest group as a percentage of total population and summed across the inverse 

of these ratios for all three categories (largest racial, linguistic, religious group). 

A quick look at our data shows improvements in the level of economic and political 

development (rgplag and polity) in the world since 1960 (Table 1).  Mean income per capita 

(5-year averages) more than doubled from $2,153 in 1960-64 to $4,593 in 1995-99.  The 

level of democracy increased from a low level of –0.2 in the early 1960s to above 3 in the 

second half of 1990s.  The prevalence of civil war has also increased since 1960.  The 

percentage of countries in our dataset that were in a civil war has increased from 7% in 1960-

64 to 28% in 1990-94 (Figure 1).  This may seem inconsistent with the parallel rise in economic 

and political indicators, though the onset of new civil wars has actually declined (especially since 

1994) and only 13% of the world experienced civil war in the 1995-1999 period.  However, at 

the close of the 20th century the world is less safe than 40 years earlier.  The rising averages in 
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world income and democracy levels mask considerable diversity in countries’ experience with 

economic and political development.  This is evident by the high dispersion (standard deviation) 

around our income and democracy averages.  Indeed, in terms of the risk of civil wars some 

regions have become a lot safer because they achieved considerable economic and political 

development over the last 40 years.  Other regions, however, have lagged behind and have 

become more vulnerable to the risk of civil war (see Figure 2).  

4. Empirical Tests of Our Hypotheses 

We start with a pooled probit model of civil war onset along the lines of the CH model 

(2000).  Model 1 in Table 2 regresses the initiation of war as coded in the CH model (warstch) 

on primary exports (isxp) and their square (isxp), real income (rgdplag), polity (poll1), 

ethnoliguistic fractionalization (elf) and its square (elf2), and the log of population (logpop).29  

Our probit model differs from CH in that we assume that observations within cross sections are 

not independent.  The results, however, are consistent with CH: the likelihood of civil war onset 

decreases with income; increases and then falls with the degree of natural resource dependence; 

increases with population size; and is not significantly associated with the level of democracy 

polity or ethnolinguistic fractionalization.  In Model 2, we add a measure of lagged income 

growth (gy1) and control for geographical terrain, specifically geographic fractionalization (geof) 

and forest coverage (forcovt).30  The results are again similar to those reached by CH.  

Economic growth is negative and highly significant and the terrain variables have the predicted 

signs, but are not significant.  These results suggest that any differences between our datasets do 

not cause important differences in our results.   
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In model 3, we look for any significant differences when we use an alternative coding of 

the dependent variable (warst). We find that some results actually become stronger (e.g. with 

respect to income and growth), but the proxies for natural resource dependence are not as 

significant (in fact the linear term is not significant at the 5% level).  The variables measuring 

democracy and elf are still non-significant.  The coding of warst corresponds to the one used 

by CH (2000), where ongoing wars are coded as missing observations, but new war onsets 

were coded.  We also use two alternative ways to code war onset.  First, we code warstv1 by 

dropping new war onsets in countries that are already at war; this is a more consistent way to 

code war onset, as all years of ongoing war are treated as missing observations.  Second, we 

code warstv2 by treating ongoing wars as zeros (no war starts).  In using this second version of 

war start, we also control for lagged war prevalence (and also test its interactive effects with the 

regressors).  We lose some information by using the first version (warstv1) and the model’s fit 

worsens slightly, but the results are consistent (most coefficients and significance levels don’t 

change appreciably).  Similarly, the results do not change in any significant way by using the 

second version of war onset.31 

We test further if the results on natural resources are sensitive to the imputation 

procedure that we used to avoid missing observations.  In model 4, we continue to use our 

version of war onset and replace isxp and isxp2 with iprimxl1 and iprimx12, which are based 

on a slightly different set of variables in the imputation equation.  Our parameter estimates do 

not change substantively except with respect to the proxies for natural resources.  Now the 

estimated coefficients for iprimxl1 and iprimx12 are appreciably smaller and much less 

significant, which leads us to doubt the CH result about the significance of the size of primary 
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commodity exports as a percentage of GDP and their impact on the likelihood of civil war.   

The same result is obtained by using the two alternative codings of war onset. 

We now turn to civil war prevalence in Model 5 (using still the CH list of wars).  We 

estimate the model using a random effects probit.  We use isxp as a proxy for primary 

commodity exports and enter polity as a quadratic (poll1, poll12) to test the Hegre et al. 

(2001) hypothesis.  The results are consistent with the combined findings of CH on war onset 

and Collier, Hoeffler, and Soderbom (2001) on war duration.  We find that their proxies for 

economic development and “looting” are significant with the predicted signs and now elf is 

weakly significant (at the 5% level with a one-tailed test).  We see that the parabolic shape 

emerges in the relationship between elf and war prevalence and this result replicates a result in 

the Collier, Hoeffler, and Soderbom (2001) duration model.   

In model 6, we replace isxp with iprimxl1 and add a dummy variable controlling for 

civil war during the previous 10 years.  We find the previous war control to be highly significant 

and positive.  The results on the other variables remain consistent with previous models, except 

for growth, which loses some significance.  Here we also observe that the previous results on 

ethnolinguistic fractionalization also hold if we replace elfo and elfo2 with a dummy variable 

measuring ethnic dominance (etdo4590), which is positive and significant at the 5% level with a 

one-tailed test.  Etdo4590 becomes more significant if we drop the growth variable. The 

coefficients of the primary commodity exports variables are cut almost by half when we use this 

model specification and a different imputation procedure and the square term is no longer 

significant.  This reveals some data-driven differences with the CH model.  Finally, in Model 7, 

we replace the dependent variable with a coding of civil war prevalence based on the Doyle-
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Sambanis (2000) definition of civil war.  Primary commodity exports are not significant 

(regardless of which version we use) and polity is now less significant as is the parabolic 

relationship of war prevalence with elf.  

The main result is that models of civil war prevalence seem consistent with the combined 

onset and duration results in CH (2000) and Collier, Hoeffler, and Soderbom (2001).  The 

results on elf most visibly suggest this.  Some discrepancies between our results and theirs were 

due to using different methods to impute missing values of primary commodity exports and to 

different operationalizations of the dependent variable.  The CH result on the significance of 

primary commodity exports seems fragile.  We look closer at these results in the next section, 

where we consider possible complications with the estimation of prevalence models. 

Dynamic Probit and Generalized Estimation Equations (GEE) Results 

In Table 3, we present probit models of civil war prevalence.  We use the CH civil war 

definition for easier comparison of results across studies.  The determinants of civil war onset 

may not be significant in also determining continuation of war in the next period and we test for 

this using an estimator known as dynamic probit model (Przeworski and Vreeland 2002) and 

clustering same-country observations to obtain robust, panel-corrected standard errors.  The 

specification consists of all the right-hand-side (rhs) variables from the core model plus a lagged 

war prevalence variable and interactions of that lagged term with all rhs variables.  Note that we 

now replace elf with ehet, which measures ethnicity more broadly than elf.  We also lag polity 

twice (poll2) in these regressions.  The only two significant variables with respect to civil war 

onset are GDP per capita (negative relationship) and the log of population size (positive 

relationship).  The difference between the impact of GDP per capita on war onset and its impact 
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on war continuation is non-significant at the 95% level (see the standard error for awch1y).  

This casts some doubt on the Collier, Hoeffler, and Soderbom (2001) result that income is a 

significant determinant of war onset but not of war duration.  The difference that they have 

pointed to may not be statistically significant when we focus on the impact of poverty (GDP per 

capita) on the transition from war to peace and vice versa. A joint significance test of rgdplag 

and awch1y yields a χ2 (1) = 1.45, which does not allow us to reject the null hypothesis of joint 

non-significance of these variables for civil war prevalence.  However, to gauge the significance 

of GDP per capita on civil war continuation, we must compute the correct standard error by 

taking the square root of the variance of rgdplag plus the variance of awch1y plus two times 

their covariance.32  This yields a standard error of .000141. The estimated coefficient of 

rgdplag with respect to war continuation is the sum of the two coefficients: (-.0001159 + 

.000286) = .00017.33  We see that rgdplag has no statistically significant impact on the 

continuation of civil war and, if it has any substantive impact, this effect is positive.   

These results do not account for any random effects that might explain variance across 

panels.  We cannot estimate Model 1 of Table 3 with random effects.34  Instead, we re-estimate 

Model 1 by switching the primary commodity exports term (we now use isxp lagged instead of 

iprimxl1) and we use the revised polity term lagged once (poll1r) and its interaction with the 

lagged dependent variable (awch1p1r). We observe that now the interaction between 

population and the lagged dependent variable is now significant and the interaction with income 

is weakly significant at the 10% level.  In Model 3, we drop extremely non-significant terms 

(those with p-values greater than .4 and in some cases almost equal to .9).  We keep only the 

lagged constant and its interaction with income, as that was the one interaction term closest to 
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being significant.  Dropping these variables leaves the lagged dependent variable highly 

significant, but its coefficient is less than half of the estimate in Model 1 and it seems that adding 

the interaction terms amplifies the effect of the lagged war variable.  Model 4 includes only a 

lagged constant (i.e. the lagged civil war prevalence term) and produces similar results.  Note 

that in replacing elf with ehet, we no longer test for a parabolic relationship between ethnic 

diversity and war prevalence, as the definition of ehet suggests that it should be entered linearly 

in the regression.  We tried adding measures of the total number of ethnic groups and the ratio 

between the largest and second largest group both independently and in interaction with ehet 

and elf and there was no significant effect of those variables (so we do not show these results).    

In model 5, we assume a first-order autocorrelation in the error structure.  The model 

produces qualitatively the same results for all core variables (with small changes to estimated 

coefficients and standard errors) and the lag of polity is now significant.  The primary 

commodity exports variable is again non-significant (as in the previous models), which leads us 

to doubt the result in CH (2000) and to cautiously agree with Fearon and Laitin (2001), who 

fail to find a significant relationship between civil war and natural resource dependence.  We 

note this result cautiously, as we obtain slightly different results by using a different version of the 

primary commodity variable (iprimxl1) that is based on a different imputation procedure for fill 

in missing values.  While iprimxl1 is again non-significant if entered linearly in Model 5 (with a 

coefficient of .74 and a standard error of .71), it becomes moderately significant (P>|z| = .08) if 

entered as a quadratic and the square of that variable (iprimx12) is negative and significant at 

the .030 level.  This parabolic effect corroborates the CH theory, but now the polity variable is 

non-significant.  A Spearman test suggests that the two are significantly correlates (Spearman’s 
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rho is -0.176).  There also exists a significant correlation between primary commodity exports 

and regime type, which civil war models may not be fully exploring by entering regime type and 

primary resource measures independently in a regression equation.35  

In model 6, we drop 20 country-periods that correspond to countries with ongoing 

wars to see if censoring of our observations of war continuation in those cases influences the 

results.  We estimate the same model as in column 5 of Table 3 and find isxp entirely non-

significant though now poll2 becomes more significant and the other results remain qualitatively 

the same.36  In model 7, we replace poll2 with the second lag of the revised polity variable 

(poll2r), where we code periods of interregnum of regime interruption as periods of instability.  

The correlation between poll2 and poll2r (785 observations) is r=0.9855.  The significance of 

the polity variable improves with this change (and is even greater if we drop cases of ongoing 

war).  Democracy is clearly significant (one-tailed test) and negatively associated with civil war 

prevalence.  Contrary to other authors who find that political instability is significantly associated 

with civil war (Hegre et al. 2001; Fearon and Laitin 2001), we find no significance for the 

lagged difference of period-over-period polity level when we also control for the level of 

democracy with a two-period lag (so we do not report those results).  However, political 

instability (pchrevl1) is positive and significant if we control for a single-period lag of the level of 

democracy (poll1r), which continues to be significant and negative.  The coefficient and 

standard error of poll1r are -.029 and (.016), respectively; and for pchrevl1, they are .035 

and (.013).  Political instability is even more significant if we drop poll1r from the regression.37  

Note that these results are replicated using a random effects probit and by replacing the lagged 

war prevalence term with the previous war (pw10) binary variable.  Importantly, we have found 
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these results while using the CH list of civil war, so it cannot be argued that war coding 

influenced these different findings.  Although democracy is not a robust variable in models 

estimated up to now and it is only weakly significant, our results do suggest that economic 

studies of civil war may have been quick to suggest that democracy is a statistically insignificant 

correlate of civil war.  Certainly, more attention must be paid to the link between democracy 

levels and democratization as a process and how they affect societies’ proneness to civil 

violence. 

Endogeneity Tests and Two-Stage Probit Models 

Some of the findings discussed previously point to a complicate relationship between 

polity and income level on the one hand and polity and natural resources on the other hand.  We 

lag all rhs variables to avoid reverse causality, but are concerned that polity scores in particular 

may be endogenous.  We average those scores over five-year periods, so endogeneity may be 

more of a concern for us than for CH who use polity values for the first year of each five-year 

period.  Lagging polity as we do should reduce the risk of reverse causality in most cases 

(especially since more than half of the wars in our dataset do not last longer than one period).  

But we are still concerned with the possibility that some of the rhs variables may be jointly 

determined.  Economic variables  may be influenced by the extent of social fractionalization 

(Easterly and Levine, 1997; Alesina, Baqir and Easterly, 1999; Rodrik 1998); high levels of 

democracy may be the result of high levels of economic development (Pzeworski et al. 2000); 

and all of these variables may in turn be influenced by a history of civil war (Collier and Hoeffler 

1998; Murdoch and Sandler 2002).  This complicated set of relationships spells out the 

problem of endogeneity.  Other studies of civil war have tried to address this problem simply by 
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lagging rhs variables but this need not address the problem of joint determination of rhs 

variables.  Assuming lack of dependence, Blomberg and Hess (2002) used an MCMC model 

to estimate a structural model of development and conflict.  A Spearman test of independence 

of lagged real income per capita and twice-lagged polity score yields a rho coefficient of 

0.4944 (with 711 observations), which reveals significant correlation between these variables 

(though this is only a partial correlation).   

We therefore try to test the assumption of exoegeneity using the Rivers and Vuong 

(1988) method.  They derive a method to efficiently estimate a two-stage probit model with 

endogenous continuous rhs variables using cross-sectional data.  Their method is based on a 

two-stage probit model such as the following: 

11 (2) −− +′= itiit ZY ωβτ , 

, (3) 211 ititiit uYXY +′+′= − δδ  

0)( (4) 1 ≠−ititYuE ,  

where i = 1,...n (number of countries) and t = 1,..., k (number of periods); and itY  is the 

probability of incidence of civil war; 1−itY  represents the set of lagged potentially endogenous 

explanatory variables; iX is the set of (weakly) exogenous explanatory variables (social 

fractionalization variables and population size); and τiZ is a vector of instruments, which includes 

the exogenous variables in the structural equation (3) and two-period lags of the potentially 

endogenous variables.   Single-period lags will be endogenous if, for example, the disturbance 

terms of structural equation (3) are correlated ( ititit uu ζρ += −1 ).  In a later section, we this 
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system by estimating first stage equations using a GLS model and the second stage regression 

using a random effects probit.  The second stage structural equation includes all exogenous and 

potentially endogenous variables along with the vector of residuals, 1ˆ −itω  (these are based on 

fitted values obtained from the first stage regressions): 

.ˆ (5) 31211 itititiit YXY εδωδδ +′+′+′= −−  

For each potentially endogenous variable, the null hypothesis of exogeneity can be 

tested by a t-test of the estimated coefficient of the auxiliary variable iω̂ .  Even if the test 

suggests that the variable in question is endogenous (i.e. the t-statistic is significant) the estimated 

coefficients are unbiased, but endogeneity implies that the corresponding standard errors for 

endogenous variables would be incorrect.  For cross-sectional data, Rivers-Vuong (1988) 

show how to obtain the variance-covariance matrix that yields efficient standard errors.  

Extending the Rivers-Vuong (1988) solution to panel data may be technically complicated and, 

in our case, may be unnecessary as we find weak, if any, evidence of endogeneity.  So we 

estimate coefficients and standard errors for endogenous variables through bootstrapping. Any 

efficiency losses associated with this method are very small (Alvarez and Glascow 2000; Bollen, 

Guilkey, and Mroz 1995). 

We test the assumption of exogeneity of polity and other core explanatory variables by 

dropping the lagged dependent variable from the model specifications presented in Table 3.  

We present results of second-stage equations and instrumented models in Table 4.  We present 

three versions of the model, by changing the model’s specification (and instruments) and 

switching between measures of polity.  We add primary commodity exports linearly given the 
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weak results on the square term in previous regressions.  In model 1, we use elf, rf, and their 

interactions and squared terms as proxies for the degree of social fragmentation. We drop 

square terms of polity and elf to make computation easier.  We obtain fitted values for three 

potentially endogenous rhs variables in the war equation (poll1; rgdplag; isxpl1), and compute 

their residuals.  We find that these residuals have no significant explanatory power in the second 

stage regression, which implies that we cannot reject the null hypothesis of exogeneity for any of 

these variables.  The same result is seen in Model 3, which drops rf and the elfrf interaction 

term to ease computation and replaces isxpl1 with our second version of this variable 

(iprimxl1).  Here we also use the revised version of polity (poll1r) instead of the version which 

treats periods of interregnum and regime interruption as missing observations.  The residuals of 

these variables are again non-significant.  Model 5 adds the square term of polity (poll1r2) to 

the equation.  Only the residual for the squared term of polity is barely significant in this 

specification, though its sign is the opposite of the one predicted by theory.  These results 

suggest to us that we could base our conclusions on the previous models that treat polity and the 

other core variables as exogenous. 

However, one may argue that the burden of proof here should not be on rejecting 

exogeneity of variables such as polity and that one should simply assume that they are 

endogenous, given that other literature has identified strong links between regime type and other 

rhs variables in this model.38  If we were to assume that polity is endogenous, we would 

estimate models using the fitted value of the polity variable.  Models 2, 4, and 6 all include fitted 

values of the lag of polity (P1p, P3p, P4p, and P4p2).  The estimated coefficients and standard 

errors are the means and standard deviations of the parameter distributions obtained with 
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bootstrapping.39  These bootstrapped estimates show that democracy level does not have a 

significant correlation with civil war prevalence.  Thus, if we were to assume endogeneity, our 

results on democracy would be consistent with those of economic studies of civil war.  

However, none of these studies have addressed the issue of endogeneity and in our own study 

we fail to find evidence of endogeneity in the tests of residuals in Table 4.  We therefore do not 

explore the issue further.  We recognize that we have a limited choice of instruments for first-

stage regressions (we have used the following: chronological period; geographical region; 

second lags of rhs variables; economic growth; and education levels).  We intend to conduct 

more research on the possible endogeneity of rhs variables in future work.   

5. Conclusion: How can we reduce the risk of civil war – and by how much?  

We have found that, when we analyze war initiation and continuation together, political 

variables (under the assumption of exogeneity) are significant in influencing the probability of civil 

war.  Our empirical model can be easily used to assess the relative impact of changes in political 

rights and economic development on the risk of civil war.  In lieu of summarizing results 

presented earlier, this conclusion uses simple simulations to discuss how changes in rhs variables 

influence the risk of civil war. 

First, we estimate a model similar to CH, using their definition of civil war and 

controlling for the level of ethnic diversity with elf and elf2.  Here we include the square 

measure of polity (which is significant though not robust in panel probit models that do not 

include the lagged war variable).  Figures 3 and 4 are drawn based on this model (note that elf 

and elf2 are only weakly significant if we do not include a lagged dependent variable; we do not 
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conduct simulations based on changes in levels of elf). These simulations are based on changing 

the values of key rhs variables from the bottom 10th to the top 10th percentile of their ranges.  

All other variables are held constant at their medians.  Figures 3 and 4 show that both political 

and economic development reduce the risk of civil war across levels of ethno-linguistic 

fractionalization.  Figure 3 suggests that the effect of political development is amplified in 

societies that are either polarized or ethnically dominated.40  Figure 4 shows that very poor 

countries are at extreme risk of civil war around mid-levels of ethnic diversity, whereas high 

economic development (per capita incomes at the top 10th percentile) effectively eliminate the 

risk of civil war regardless of the level of ethnic diversity. 

Figure 5 is based on a different model.  We use the same civil war variable, but replace 

isxp with our second measure of primary commodity exports (iprimxl1); we replace poll1 and 

poll12 with a lagged linear polity measure, based on the revised Polity IV data (poll1r); we add 

a measure of lagged political change (pchrevl1); and replace elf with Vanhanen’s index of 

ethnic heterogeneity (ehet).  We also add a lagged term for war prevalence (atwarch1).  Real 

income (rgdplag) and population (logpop) remain the same. All variables are significant except 

iprimxl1 (real income is actually only significant at the 5% level with a one-tailed test but it 

becomes more significant in other specifications, as we discussed earlier).  Our focus here is to 

gauge the impact of political instability on the risk of civil war across levels of democracy.  

Regime change increases the risk of civil war, though this effect diminishes at higher levels of 

democracy (poll1r).  The impact of low vs. high levels of regime change on the estimated 

probability of civil war is greater at low-to-middle levels of democracy.  This suggests that 
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polities with deeper democracies may be better able to handle regime transitions than mid-level 

regimes or autocracies. 

These results are guideposts for policy to reduce civil war prevalence.  Political 

liberalization and economic development should both be promoted, while managing the risks of 

political liberalization.  Strategies to achieve this balance must by necessity be case-specific, 

though we know that the tasks of managing political change will be easier in countries with 

higher levels of democracy.  Note that to reduce the risk of civil war through economic means 

alone, our model would suggest that we need a massive increase in standards of living (from 

under $600 per person/year to over $9,500 per person/year).  Such a change may not be 

realistic for most countries – certainly not in the short term.  Thus, economic development may 

have to be complemented by political development to achieve an amplified effect.  We find that 

socially diverse societies may be at somewhat higher risk of civil war (results on ehet) but these 

risks can be effectively managed through promoting democracy.  More research is clearly 

needed to disentangle the effects of economic and political liberalization and to devise strategies 

of war prevention in different social environments.  This paper has shown that, under certain 

conditions, democracy can be a useful tool to reduce the prevalence of civil war.  We have 

pointed to areas where more technical research can further clarify the relationship between 

democracy and other correlates of civil war prevalence; and we have tried to disentangle the 

effect of level and change of democracy.  One other interesting question that we have not 

addressed in this paper concerns the sequencing of policy reforms to reduce the prevalence of 

civil war.  Should economic reform precede or follow political liberalization?  If democracy is a 

function of economic development, then policies of economic reform might have to be 
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implemented before political liberalization, though this formula has failed in several parts of the 

world.  Research on policy sequencing will probably have to be based on a research design that 

distinguishes between war onset and war duration, as different policies will have to be designed 

for each phase.  In further research, we plan to explore the channels through which political 

variables may be important for conflict prevention and termination.  
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Figure 2:  Panels of War Prevalence, Polity Level, and Real Income by Region and Five -Year Period 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics by Five-Year Period 
(Number of Observations, Minimum and Maximum Values are for the entire period, 1960-1999) 
 
Variable: At 

War 
At_war 

War 
Start 
Warst 

Polity 
Index 
Polity 

Real 
GDP 
Rgdp 

   GDP 
Growth 

Gy1 

Prim. 
Exports 

isxp 

Religious 
Divers. 

Rf 

Ethno-ling 
diversity 

Elf 

Ethnic 
Diversity 

Ehet 

Population 
log 

Logpop 
           
Observations 1145 1145 1054 1061 918 1237 932 1000 1264 1268 
Minimum 
(1960-1999) 

0 0 -10 56 -22.07 -.046 0 0 0 10.621 

Maximum 
(1960-1999) 

1 1 10 33946 14.41 2.139 79.058 93 177 20.908 

Means & Standard Deviations           
1960-1999 
Mean & s.d. 

.189 
(.392) 

.094 
(.292) 

-.15 
(7.53) 

3713 
(4076) 

1.56 
(3.77) 

.175 
(.161) 

35.75 
(24.39) 

41.92 
(29.69) 

44.15 
(35.96) 

15.36 
(1.92) 

1960-1964 
Mean & s.d. 

.092 
(.289) 

.092 
(.289) 

-.172 
(7.406) 

2152.937 
(2154.372) 

 
[lagged] 

.172 
(.027) 

35.130 
(25.523) 

41.92 
(29.797) 

44.158 
(36.062) 

14.982 
(1.939) 

1965-1969 
Mean & s.d. 

.171 
(.377) 

108 
(.312) 

-.852 
(7.421) 

2589.81 
(2592.406) 

2.71 
(3.04) 

.175 
(.162) 

35.310 
(24.523) 

41.92 
(29.797)  

44.158 
(36.062) 

15.096 
(1.924) 

1970-1974 
Mean & s.d. 

.166 
(.374) 

.072 
(.260)  

-1.776 
(7.347) 

3073.425 
(2990.625) 

3.19 
(2.83) 

.172 
(.161) 

35.310 
(24.523) 

41.92 
(29.797) 

44.158 
(36.062) 

15.207 
(1.912) 

1975-1979 
Mean & s.d. 

.189 
(.392) 

.108 
(.311)  

-1.801 
(7.542) 

3596.215 
(3427.475) 

2.42 
(3.65) 

.197 
(.207) 

35.688 
(24.428) 

41.92 
(29.797) 

44.158 
(36.062) 

15.316 
(1.902) 

1980-1984 
Mean & s.d. 

.2  
(.401) 

.1  
(.301) 

-1.313 
(7.638) 

4642.231 
(5317.226) 

2.22 
(3.66) 

.211 
(.238) 

36.097 
(24.452) 

41.92 
(29.797) 

44.158 
(36.062) 

15.407 
(1.899) 

1985-1989 
Mean & s.d. 

.213 
(.411) 

.066 
(.250) 

-.630 
(7.730) 

4336.868 
(4389.478) 

-.43 
(3.66) 

.164 
(.129) 

36.097 
(24.452) 

41.92 
(29.797) 

44.158 
(36.062) 

15.510 
(1.895) 

1990-1994 
Mean & s.d. 

.213 
(.411) 

.161 
(.368) 

1.998 
(7.055) 

4583.098 
(4816.69) 

.815 
(3.35 

.155 
(.135) 

36.509 
(24.467) 

41.92 
(29.797) 

44.158 
(36.062) 

15.622 
(1.894) 

1995-1999 
Mean & s.d. 

.161 
(.368) 

.045 
(.208) 

3.080 
(6.761) 

4592.27 
(4810.692) 

.371 
(4.47) 

.161 
(.136) 

36.509 
(24.467) 

41.92 
(29.797) 

44.158 
(36.062) 

15.694 
(1.895) 
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Table 2: Probit Models of Civil War Onset and Prevalence 
Reported: Coefficients and Standard Errors (in parentheses) 

** significant at .01; * significant at .05 
 
Explanatory Variables: Model 1 

Probit War 
Onset 

Model 2 
Probit War 

Onset 

Model 3 
Probit War 

Onset 

Model 4 
Probit War 

Onset 

Model 5 
R.E. Probit 
Prevalence 

Model 6 
R.E. Probit 
Prevalence 

Model 7 
R.E. Probit 
Prevalence 

_constant -5.4533 
(1.4067) ** 

-4.7132 
(1.5097)** 

-5.5674 
(1.4322)** 

-5.4511 
(1.4452)** 

-12.7281 
(2.6972)** 

-9.2012 
(2.0853)** 

-4.5275 
(1.4801)** 

Primary exports/GDP 
(isxp; iprimxl1) 

8.2503** 
(3.3698) 

9.5938 
(3.225)** 

3.3937 
(2.6035) 

1.8494 
(2.1517) 

11.2523 
(4.1633)** 

6.9060 
(3.144)* 

2.0326 
(2.379) 

[Primary 
exports/GDP]^2 
(isxp2; iprimx2l1) 

-17.5178** 
(6.9115) 

-19.561** 
(7.5387) 

-8.1549 
(5.9593) 

-3.3512 
(3.7949) 

-22.6052* 
(9.3943) 

-9.1795 
(6.0256) 

-4.9169 
(4.654) 

Real GDP, PPP-adjusted 
(rgdplag) 

-.000095 
(.000054) 

-.00014* 
(.00006) 

-.000154** 
(.000042) 

-.000154** 
(.000043) 

-.000236** 
(.000084) 

-.000208** 
(.000073) 

-.000104* 
(.000041) 

Real p.c. GDP growth 
(gy1) 

-- -.05328** 
(.01969) 

-.09593** 
(.02224) 

-.09399** 
(.02300) 

-.08937** 
(.02872) 

-.06462* 
(.02697) 

-- 

Polity Index (one lag) 
(poll1) 

-.02516 
(.01653) 

-.01156 
(.01499) 

.0008352 
(.01207) 

-.001799 
(.01221) 

-.01805 
(.02119) 

-.01006 
(.01812) 

-.0061 
(.0139) 

Polity Index squared  
(one lag) (poll21) 

-- -- -- -- .00329 
(.0041) 

-- -- 

Ethnolinguistic Diversity 
(elfo) 

.01076 
(.01456) 

.01175 
(.0165) 

.01057 
(.01509) 

.01175 
(.0152) 

.04952 
(.0261) 

-- .02722 
(.0146) 

Ethnolinguistic Diversity 
Squared (elfo2) 

-.0001315 
(.000152)  

-.000138 
(.000168) 

-.0000671 
(.000158) 

-.000079 
(.000159) 

-.00058 
(.00028)* 

-- -.00026 
(.00016) 

Ethnic Dominance  
(etdo4590) 

-- -- -- -- -- .3651 
(.2787) 

-- 

Log of Population size 
(logpop) 

.2133** 
(.0708) 

.2979** 
(.07019) 

.2313** 
(.0646) 

.2359** 
(.0692) 

.6099** 
(.143) 

.4309** 
(.1191) 

.172** 
(.083) 

Geographic Fractionaliz. 
(geof) 

-- -2.0552 
(1.7040) 

.6552 
(1.670) 

.5391 
(1.636) 

-- -- -- 

Forrest Coverage 
(forcovt) 

-- -.005515 
(.004408) 

-.003117 
(.00406) 

-.00344 
(.00403) 

-- -- -- 

War in last 10 years? 
(pw10) 

-- -- -- -- -- .7173** 
(.2117) 

1.469** 
(.189) 

Rho (Corr. Coeff.) -- -- -- -- .6043** 
(.09969) 

.4467** 
(.1037) 

.2699** 
(.107) 

        
Observations: 707 690 659 647 732 769 765 
Log-likelihood: -159.69 -134.396 -177.70 -176.99 -186.57 -184.79 -251.33 
Wald chi2 (d.f. according 
to each model) 

47.71 57.17 80.69 78.30 34.51 53.06 132.01 
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Table 3: Dynamic and Random Effects Probit Models of Civil War Prevalence 

Reported: Coefficients and Standard Errors (in parentheses) 
** significant at .01; * significant at .05 

 
Explanatory Variables: Model 1 

Dynamic 
Pooled 
Probit 

Model 2 
Dynamic 
Pooled  
Probit 

Model 3 
Dynamic 
Pooled  
Probit 

Model 4 
Probit w/ 
Lagged 

Dependent 
Variable 

Model 5 
GEE 

Probit 
model  

w/ AR1 

Model 6 
GEE  

Probit AR1 
Drop 

ongoing war 

Model 7 
GEE  

Probit AR1 
Revised 
Polity 

        
Primary exports/GDP 
(iprimxl1; isxp in 
models  2-7) 

.453 
(.737) 

.344   
(.748) 

.083   
(.615) 

.080   
(.595) 

.349  
(.482) 

.054 
(.526) 

.339 
(.477) 

Real GDP, PPP 
(rgdplag) 

-.000112* 
(.00005) 

-.000113*   
(.000054) 

-.0001* 
(.00005) 

-.00009*    
(.00004) 

-.00008* 
(.00003) 

-.00008*   
(.00003) 

-.000068*   
(.000029) 

Polity index  
(poll2; poll2r; poll1r) 

-.018 
(.018) 

-.0164   
(.016) 

-.017    
(.015) 

-.018   
(.015) 

-.025  
(.014) 

-.027* 
(.014) 

-.033*   
(.0137) 

Ethnic heterogeneity 
(ehet) 

.0037 
(.0028) 

.0048*   
(.0024) 

.0039   
(.0022) 

.0037   
(.0022) 

.0067*  
(.0029) 

.007**    
(.0028) 

.0076**   
(.0029) 

Log of population size 
(logpop) 

.189** 
(.068) 

.2163**   
(.0505) 

.134*   
(.059) 

.132*   
(.060) 

.236**  
(.069) 

.205**  
(.066) 

.249**    
(.071) 

Lagged war (dep. var.) 
(atwarch1) 

4.542* 
(1.910) 

4.89**   
(1.75) 

1.49**   
(.283) 

1.90**   
(.153) 

-- -- -- 

Interaction 1: awch1ix 
atwarch1 * iprimxl1 

-.570 
(1.913) 

.1158   
(1.868) 

-- -- -- -- -- 

Interaction 2: awch1p 
atwarch1 * poll2 

.0027 
(.027) 

.0357   
(.0287) 

-- -- -- -- -- 

Interaction 3: awch1y 
atwarch1 * rgdplag 

.000286 
(.000168) 

.000259   
(.00015) 

.00025   
(.00015) 

-- -- -- -- 

Interaction 4: awch1e 
atwarch1 * ehet 

.0000907 
(.0046) 

-.00031   
(.0043) 

-- --   --   --   -- 

Interaction 5: awch1lp 
atwarch1 * logpop 

-.184  
(.106) 

-.204*   
(.1035) 

-- -- -- -- -- 

_constant -4.583** 
(1.189) 

-5.11**   
(.973) 

-3.66**   
(1.006) 

-3.69**    
(1.001) 

-5.155** 
(1.161) 

-4.75**   
(1.14) 

-5.49**   
(1.19) 

        
Observations: 686 793 705 705 704 684 701 
Log-likelihood: -168.01 -186.779 -171.521 -173.293 … … … 
Model Wald Chi-
square 

241.96 298.32 189.30 208.51 38.40 40.93 43.65 
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Table 4: Two-Stage and Instrumented Probit Models of Civil War Prevalence 

Reported: Coefficients and Standard Errors (in parentheses) 
** significant at .01; * significant at .05 

 
Explanatory 
Variables: 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 

_constant -8.00** 
 (2.38) 

-8.32** 
 (2.24) 

-10.799**    
(2.307) 

-10.12**   
(2.33) 

-10.81**   
(2.536) 

-10.43**   
(2.205) 

Prim. Exp./GDP 
(iprimxl1; isxpl1) 

1.922   
(1.62) 

1.514   
(1.029) 

2.185   
(1.281) 

1.520522   
1.004 

1.94 
(1.35) 

1.423 
(.977) 

Real GDP, PPP 
(rgdplag) 

-.00021*   
(.000098) 

-.00021**   
(.000084) 

-.0001432*  
(.000059) 

-.000156    
(.000059) 

-.000144*   
(.000067) 

-.00016   
(.00006) 

Polity index 
(poll1) 

0326 
(.070) 

-- -.0421   
(.026) 

-- -.0453   
(.0280) 

-- 

Polity (fitted values 
– Instrumented) 

-- .0585   
(.092) 

-- -.035 
(.043) 

-- -.043 
(.043) 

Polity squared 
(poll12) 

-- -- -- -- .0023   
(.0063) 

-- 

Polity square  
(fitted/Instrumented) 

-- -- -- -- -- .0055 
(.0081) 

Population log 
(logpop) 

.383** 
(.137) 

.408** 
(.142) 

.515** 
(.124) 

.484**   
(.127) 

.511** 
(.146) 

.496** 
(.121) 

Ethnoling. Index 
(elf) 

.0227*   
(.0108) 

.0216*   
(.0137) 

.0179**   
(.0068) 

.0175**   
(.0067) 

.0176**   
(.0067) 

.0176**   
(.0067) 

Religious fraction. 
(rf) 

-.0073   
(.0146) 

-.0067   
(.0152) 

-- -- -- -- 

Elf & Rf interacted 
(elfrf) 

-.00005   
(.00023) 

-.000047   
(.00026) 

-- -- -- -- 

poll1 residual .0494   
(.0717) 

-- -.050 
(.035) 

-- -.0347   
(.0381) 

-- 

poll12 residual 
 

-- -- -- -- .0141   
(.0072) 

-- 

rgdplag residual 
 

.000039    
(.00019) 

-- .000116   
(.00017) 

-- .000122   
(.00018) 

-- 

Prim. Exp. residual .535 
(1.73) 

-- 1.18   
(1.686) 

-- .8854   
(1.756) 

-- 

       
Rho (Corr. Coeff.) .733**   

(.062) 
.718** 
(.065) 

.780**   
(.054) 

.776**   
(.053) 

.781** 
(.053) 

.781** 
(.052) 

Observations: 662 713 653 653 653 670 
Log-likelihood: -236.0404 -246.281 -232.831 -233.424 -229.393 -240.347 
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Figure 3: Probability of Civil War at Low & High Levels of Democracy  
Across Levels of Ethno-Linguistic Fractionalization 
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Figure 4: Probability of Civil War at Low & High Levels of Income 
Across levels of Ethno-Linguistic Fractionalization 
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Figure 5: Probability of Civil War with Low & High Levels of  

Political Change Across Levels of Democracy  
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Endnotes 

                                                 
♦ The opinions expressed are the authors’ and do not necessarily represent the World Bank or 

its Executive Directors.  For useful comments, we thank Tasos Kalandrakis, Bruce Russett, and 

James Vreeland, and seminar participants at the University of California, Irvine and the World 

Bank ABCDE conference. The data used in this paper can be accessed at 

http://www.yale.edu/unsy/civilwars/data.htm 

1 On war onset, see Collier and Hoeffler (2000), Sambanis (2001), Hegre et al. (2001), Fearon 

and Laitin (2001).  On war duration ,see Collier, Hoeffler, and Soderbom (2001); Elbadawi 

and Sambanis (2000); and Fearon (2001). On war termination, see Licklider (1995); Walter 

(1997); and Doyle and Sambanis (2000). 

2 Earlier versions of our paper were circulated under the title “How Much War Will We See? 

Estimating the Prevalence of Civil War in 161 Countries.”  We modified that title slightly to 

account for the fact that several of the 161 countries in our dataset are excluded from the 

analysis due to missing data in explanatory variables.  

3 Panel-adjusted estimators are generally more appropriate than BTSCS models if the number 

of periods is not too large relative to the number of cross-sections (Beck and Katz 1995; Beck, 

Katz, and Tucker 1998).   

4 We do not believe that available cross-national indices of ethnic division fully capture the 

complex relationship between ethnicity and conflict.  We use currently available measures while 

trying not to rely extensively on any single measure.  
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5 In line with the Collier-Hoeffler (2000) argument, we use “civil war” and “rebellion” 

interchangeably in this paper.  Both involve collective action and violence against an established 

authority, though a more nuanced argument could distinguish those terms.   

6 Overthrowing a regime with low legitimacy can be considered a public good for many 

segments of society.  The costs of doing so, however, are not born equally by all.  This is the 

basis of the collective action problem identified by Collier and Hoeffler (2000). 

7 Other authors refer to prevalence as a synonym for event duration (e.g., Muller 1999).  The 

definition of prevalence clearly influences sample selection.  For example, the prevalence of a 

disease may be studied in a high-risk population; or in a random sample from the general 

population.  See Catania et al. (1992) for an analysis of the demographic correlates of sex-

related and transfusion-related risk of AIDS prevalence. 

8 We speak generally of economic development, as the theoretical literature has not yet 

differentiated among the mechanisms through which different forms of development influence 

civil war risk.  Quantitative studies of civil war use several economic variables interchangeably 

(e.g. income per capita, education, or infant mortality). 

9 Sambanis is currently collecting data on cross-cutting social cleavages and researching the 

impact of such cleavages on the organization and intensity of political violence.   

10 Out of a total number of 108 war starts, 54 wars lasted one period and the remaining 54 

continued into subsequent periods.  

11 Wawro (2001) also uses a random effects panel probit estimator in a study of roll-call voting 

and campaign contributions.  His model is more complicated than ours and allows a test of the 
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correlation between explanatory variables and the individual-specific effect.  His estimator 

requires that only time-varying covariates are used as regressors, so we cannot use it here given 

that our measures of ethnic diversity are constant. 

12 All analyses were done using Stata 6.0. 

13 A probit model of war prevalence (atwarch) on its first period lag (atwarch1) yields a 

coefficient and standard error, respectively, of 2.14 and 0.134.  Adding the second period lag 

(atwarch2) to the model does not improve the fit significantly and atwarch2 is not significantly 

different from zero (P>|z|= 0.730). 

14 The model is derived and explained in Przeworski and Vreeland (2002) and applied to 

decisions to enter and remain in IMF agreements in Przeworski and Vreeland (2000). 

15 Sambanis (2002) finds a 78% correlation between the coding of war onset in Collier and 

Hoeffler (2000) and Singer and Small (1994).   

16 See Sambanis (2002, 2001b) for a discussion of coding rules and problems with the 

operationalization of the definition of civil war.  

17 Most of these conflicts caused 1,000 deaths annually, as indicated by a comparison of cases 

in Singer and Small (1994) and Gleditsch et al. (2001).  Our own civil war variable includes a 

small number of conflicts that have produced 1,000 deaths over the duration of the war, but not 

annually.  

18 Singer and Small (1994), Wallensteen and Sollenberg (1999), and Gleditsch et al. (2001) 

assume that a state always exists and is a participant in the war.  Yet, this assumption clearly 

does not hold in a few cases of collapsed states (e.g. Somalia after 1989).  We relax the rule 
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and consider also cases where the state is represented or claimed by one of the communal or 

military groups engaged in the fighting.  This distinguishes cases of civil war from other cases of 

pure communal fighting.  We thank David Laitin for pointing out this definitional/data problem 

and its solution. 

19 Some data sets (e.g. the COW project) claim to operationalize the criterion of effective 

resistance in coding wars if the stronger side had at least 5% of the casualties of the weaker 

side.  We have seen no data to verify such coding precision in any data project.  Therefore, we 

applied this criterion loosely and coded armed conflicts between organized parties, both of 

which have the capacity to hurt each other (without assuming any type of power relationship).  

Fearon (2001) also applies a relaxed version of this criterion and codes wars where the 

government suffered at least 100 fatalities. 

20  Various sources were used to obtain GDP data for the largest number of countries possible.  

Missing values are imputed from World Bank data on GDP at market values (measured at 

current US $) and GDP per capita for 1960 and 1985 (World Bank data).  We used PPP-

adjusted figures and, for the period 1995-1999, we extrapolated GDP figures using data on 

past periods and World Bank data on GDP growth for each country. 

21 The adjusted R2 of this regression is greater than 0.75.  All right-hand-side variables were 

lagged and significant.  We coded two different measures (isxp and iprimx) of primary 

commodities based on different model specifications in the imputation process. 
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22 This is exploratory.  There is no objective measure of democracy and squaring the polity 

index implies strong assumptions – e.g. we assume equality in the absolute distance between any 

two values of polity (a shift from -3 to -2 is the same as a shift from 2 to 3).   

23 These cutoff points are arbitrary but correspond to standard practice in the literature and 

roughly correspond to the 25th and 75th percentiles of poll1, respectively. This variable 

performs similarly to the square of polity, so we do not discuss it in the text. 

24  In the standard coding of polity, we treat scores of “66,” “77,” and “88” in the Jaggers and 

Gurr database as missing data.  We thank Tasos Kalandrakis for suggesting that some of these 

data could be coded as equivalent to regime instability.  We continue to code periods of foreign 

occupation (-66-) as missing observations.  Fearon and Laitin (2001) use a similar coding 

convention. 

25  Certainly, ethnicity and identity are formed by social processes.  However, these are long-

term process that do not challenge the assumption of weak exogeneity for ethnic and religious 

divisions in the short term.  More importantly, elf was coded in 1960, so it could not have been 

influenced by civil wars included in this database.   

26 We use an expanded version of the index (elfo) which includes data from the original Soviet 

atlas that were not included in Taylor and Hudson (1972).  

27 Interesting critiques of the elf index have been articulated first by Posner (2001) and later by 

Humphreys (2001).  These papers make useful theoretical and methodological arguments but 

have not convinced us to drop elf altogether.  We see elf as one of several possible measures 

of ethnic distance.  Primoridialist theories of ethnic conflict see such distance as relevant in 
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explaining conflict.  Hence we can use elf as a test of such theories (Fearon and Laitin 2001 use 

elf in such a manner).  An extensive discussion of elf’s advantages and disadvantages is beyond 

the scope of this paper.  But, based on current knowledge, elf is an acceptable measure of 

ethnic fragmentation based on linguistic distance (some concerns with measurement error 

suggested by Posner are addressed here by replacing elf with alternative measures of ethnic 

diversity).  We certainly do not argue that elf captures more complicated dimensions of ethnic 

diversity or polarization or that it describes the intensity of ethnic cleavages – no author we 

know has made such claims.  For all these important variables, new and specialized measures 

are in the process of being coded by several researchers.  

28  The index was constructed by Marta Reynal-Querol and has also been used by Collier and 

Hoeffler.  See Reynal-Querol (2002) for a discussion of sources and coding rules. 

29 Collier and Hoeffler (2000) argue that larger populations should increase the risk of war onset 

and duration, as they aggregate more groups that are potentially hostile to each other.  We do 

not include logpop in the equation to test this hypothesis.  We use it as a control and do not 

discuss results on logpop.  We believe that the coding of war events may result in coding civil 

violence in more populous countries, as it is easier to reach the 1,000 death threshold in larger 

countries, ceteris paribus (see Sambanis 2001b). 

30 The growth measure was obtained from Collier and Hoeffler’s (2002) published data.  The 

other two variables were drawn from a joint data project with those authors. 

31 These results are available from the authors. 
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32 Computed in Stata, after obtaining the variance-covariance matrix using post-estimation 

matrix commands, as: sqrt(.0000551^2 +.000168^2 +2*(-5.691e-09)). 

33 This is because: b*rgdplag + a*d*rgdplag, where d the atwarch1 indicator variable coded 

1 if there is a war in the previous period, yielding the coefficient (b+a) for rgdplag’s impact on 

civil war continuation. 

34 The estimates from this model would be biased as the lagged dependent variable will be 

correlated with the country-specific effects.  We are uncertain about the size of the bias or its 

precise relationship to the size of the individual-specific effect.  We are exploring these issues in 

ongoing research and checking if a binary lagged dependent variable reduces the bias as 

compared to a model that includes the lagged continuous (in our case latent) variable.  Note that 

we cannot use Chamberlain’s Correlated Random Effects probit because we have time-

invariant regressors.  To avoid the bias, we might have estimated separately a RE probit of war 

onset (given that war at t-1=0), giving us a vector of coefficients β  and a RE probit of war 

continuation (given that war at t-1=1), giving us a vector of coefficients γ.  Subtracting γ − β  

gives estimates equivalent to those of the full dynamic probit.  We checked this and bias was 

significant, but it seems to be concentrated only on γ  (i.e. variables interacted with the lagged 

dependent variable).  If we had adopted different distributional assumptions and dropped time-

invariant variables as well as cross-sections with no variation in the dependent variable, we 

could have estimated a fixed effects logit model that should be consistent.  However, such a 

model could be estimated only on 31 groups (173 observations) and it produces counterintuitive 

results: while poll2 is highly significant and negative, rgdplag is significant and positive. 
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35 On the link between natural resources and regime type, see Ross (2001). 

36 Using a panel tobit model, the significance of poll2 would be reduced to the 10% level and 

rgdplag is non-significant (with a z-value of -1.286). 

37 We do not report the full results of these regressions due to space constraints. 

38 It was suggested to us that we should assume endogeneity and test its implications. 

39 Bootstrapping (developed by Efron 1979, 1982) estimates the distributions of key 

parameters as follows: N observations are randomly drawn with replacement from the data-set 

over a specified number of times (we try 100 and then 1,000 repetitions).  The random draws 

are based on a random number (the seed).  This process generates estimated distributions of 

statistics of interest (in our case, the coefficient and standard errors of the polity variable).  The 

mean and standard deviation of these statistics give the coefficient and standard error of the 

variables of interest. 

40 The middle of the range of elf is consistent with either of these interpretations.  See 

Humphreys (2001). 


